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A Numerical Method for Slightly Viscous Axisymmetric Flows 

with Application to Internal Combustion Engines 

Gary A. Sod* 

Department of Mathematics 
North Carolina State University 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27650 

and 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 94 720 

Abstract 

A numerical procedure was introduced for solving one-dimensional 

equations.of gas dynamics for a cylindrically or spherically symmetric flow. 

This method has been generalized to the two dimensional equations of gas 

dynamics in a cylindrical geometry. This is coupled at the boundary with a 

new grid free method for introducing viscous effects, where the computa-

tiona! elements are segments of vortex sheets and circular vortex filaments. 

Examples are given for flow in a motored engine chamber during intake and 

compression strokes. 

*Supported in part by the Sloan Foundation and the Department of Energy under 
Contract No. EY-76-G .. ·OZ-3077 at the Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences 
and the Department of Energy under Contract No. W-7405-Eng-:48 at Lawrence 
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Introduction. Recently a nunerical procedure was introduced for solving the 

one-dimensional equations for an inviscid, radially symmetric flow [25] and [26]. 

The idea of the method was to use operator splitting to reduce this system of 

equations to two systems of equations; the equations of gas dynamics in Cartesian 

coordinates and a system of simultaneous ordinary differential equations. This 

method has been generalized to treat the two-dimensional equations of gas dynamics 

for an inviscid fluid in a cylindrical geometry. 

When considering the flow in the cylinder of an internal combustion engine 

viscous effects cannot be ignored. The effect of viscosity in two-dimensions is 

confined to regions near the botmdaries. Viscosity results in the creation of a 

thin boundary layer, which later separates into the fluid. 

A grid free method for approximating the incompressible boundary layer 

equation for a cylinder and a flat plate is used. The computational elements are 

pieces of vortex sheets [ 7] and vortex filaments [ 34]. The desirability of a grid free 

method can be seen from analysis which implies that if a grid method is used then 

seve~al grid points must fall within the botmdary layer whose thickness is O(R-
112

), 

where R is the Reynolds number. Thus a relatively low upper bound must be imposed on 

the Reynolds number. In the problem considered below R ranges from 1000 to 10000. 

The computational domain is divided into two regions, one the interior and the 

other the region near the botmdary. Different assumptions about compressiblity are 

made, as well as different numerical methods used, in the two regions. Near the 

botmdary the flow will be considered viscous and incompressible and in the interior the 

flow will be considered inviscid and compressible. The assumption of incompressibility 

near the botmdary is reasonable provided the Mach number near the botmdaries is small. 

A new way of coupling the two methods which greatly reduces the number of segments of 

vortex sheets needed will be discussed in a later section. 
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·In an internal combustion engine a flame, which may be ignited by a spark, 

propagates through as fuel-air mixture and along the cylinder walls toward the 

piston head. Since the cylinder walls are relatively cold and the gas temperature 

· drops sharply in the boundary layer to the temperature o£ the cylinder wall with 

that heat being too low to sustain oxidation reactions, the flame is extinguished 

as it approaches the walls. This is one form of flam~ quenching. A thin layer 

of partially reacted fuel is left. The phenomenon of flame quenching is of 

fundamental importance because it is one major source of unburned hydrocarbon 

components in pollution. 

The thickness of this boundary layer is affected by many parameters; the 

air-to~ fuel ratio,. gas temperature, wall temperature, flame speed, and the chem~-

ical concentrations, which interact with one another. This interaction makes it 

difficult to experimentally vary the parameters and study the individual effects. 

However, using numerical methods one may be able to establish relationships that 

will define flame quenching over a wide range of conditions. 

One way in which the layer of unburned hydrocarbons along. the cylinder walls 

may be eliminated is to confine the fuel to a subregion of the cylinder away from 

the walls. This is known as the stratified charge concept. If this could be 

accomplished, the flame could'consume all of the fuel before the mixing and 

diffusion processes cause the fuel to· reach the cylinder walls or reduce the fuel 

Concentration below the flammability_limit. This would reduce the hydrocarbons in 

the exhaust. In practice it is difficult to stratify th~ charge and analyze the 

process. However, it is a reasonable problem for the computer. .. 
Numerical methods have been recently developed.which deal with some of these 

problems. Westbrook and_ Haselnian [39 l have developed a method for a two--dimen-

sionai axially-syrmnetric combustion chamber. A three--:dimensional model of a 

cylinder in rectangular and cylindrical coordinates has been described by Griffin, 

Diwaker~ .Anderson, artd Jones [14]. However, their results are difficult to believe 
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considering the numerical method used, the coarseness of the mesh, and the physical 

assumptions that are made. MOdels of a one-dimensional stratified charge engine 

have been introduced by Westbrook and Chang [38] and Boni, Chapman, and Schnezer 

· [1] The later group having developed a two-dimensional model also [ 2]. 

This method is used to study the flow in a motored engine chamber during the 

intake and compression strokes. The engine is assumed to be axially synunetric, 

with a single intake-exhaust valve located on the chamber axis. The piston motion 

and valve timing represent an engine timing of 2500 RPM. A summary of the method 

may be found in Sod [28] and [29]. 

This method assumes axi-synunetry and hence is not directly applicable to 

three-dimensional engine flow. However, this can yield important information 

concerning the relative effects on the flow field of valve size, swirl rate, 

piston and head geometries, and engine speed. 

Outline of the Method for Interior. The two-dimensional equations for an invi,scid, 

non-heat conducting flow in cylindrical coordinates with axial synunetry and zero 

azimuthal velocity can be written in the form 

where 

and 

3 U + 3 F(U) + 3 G(U) 
t- r-- z--

p 

pu 
U= 

r 
!_(U) 

pu 
z 

1:_ W(U), 
r--

G(Q) = 

e+p)u z 

(1) 



pu 
r 
2 

pu . r 

pu u r z 

(e+p)u 

.. :~ t.. t.... '-
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where p is the density, ur is the velocity in the radial direction, uz is the 

velocity in the axial direction, p is the pressure, e is. the energy per unit 
. . 

volume, t is time, and.r is the radial distance from the axis of symmetry. 

[tis krtown that if for a compressible fluid, the Mach number is small, then the 

·density variations are small and the flud can be viewed as incompressible (see Landau 

and tipshitz [18]). Assuming the sound speed c, where 

2 - 2.£ 
c - ap , 

is large, then the Mach number is small and p deviates little from some value p • By 
0 

expanding p in a Taylor series about p
0 

p(p
0
), we obtain 

p 
l£ .. . . 2 

Po+ ap (p- po) + O((p- Po) ), 
2 . ·. 2 

= P
0 

+ t (p ~ p0 ) + O((p- p ) ). 
0 

Disregarding the constants p
0 

and p
0 

in this expansion and neglecting second order 

terms we obtain 

2 
c p/p. 

We shall assume that the flow is isbthertrial, that is, c = constant, say ~· This 

ieads to the equation of state • 
... 

p (2) 
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There are several major problems involved in solving the system (1) directly 

the first is the singular term near the axis (r = 0), that is, there are singular 

terms proportional to ! 
r 

The second problem is that the momentum equations (the 

second and third component equations of (1)) cannot be ptit into conservation form. 

These problems cause major difficulties near the axis. 

lri the method developed by the author [25] and [27] for one-dimensional flows 

and extended here to two-dimensional flows, both problems have been removed with-

out having to resort to any ad-hoc method. 

The first step is to use operator splitting to remove the inhomogeneous term 

1 - -; R(!D from the system (1). The resulting set of .equations takes the form 

o, (3a) 

d U =-! W(U). 
t- r--

(3b) 

The system of equations (3a) represents the two-dimensional equations of gas 

dynamics in Cartesian coordinates, written in conservation form. 

The method used to solve system (3a) is the random choice method introduced 

By Glimm [12] and developed for hydrodynamics by Chorin [ 5] . Operator splitting 

is used again to reduce the system of two-dimensional equations to two sets of 

one-dimensional equations. Modifications of this procedure are introduced. 

Details of the method will be given in the following sections. 

Once system (3a) is solved, the system of ordinary differential equations 

(3b) is solved, where the solution of system (3a) is used to determine the inhomo

geneous term - ! W in (3b). There are many reasons for this approach, which will 
r-

be discussed in later sections. 

The belief that operator splitting used to remove the inhomogeneous term 

ROD from equation (1) thus obtaining equations (3a-b) converges to the solution 
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of (1) is based toore on results obtained in previous work (see Sod [Z3] and [26]) 

and experimental results than analysis. However, convergence has been proved by 

the author [35] for a special case. 

Glimm' s Method in One-Dimension. Consider the nonlinear system of equations 

where 

a u + a F(U) = o, 
·t- x--

p 

u = pu and f(U) 

e 

. (4) 

pu 

2 j = pu +p 

pu(e+p) 

Divide time into intervals of length At and let t:J.x be the spatial increment. The· 

solution is to_ be evaluated at time nf:J.t where n is a nonnegative integer at the 

spatial points it:J.x, where i = 0, _±1, _±2; •.• and at time (n +f)t:J.t at (i + ~)t:;x. 

This is a two step method. 

1 

n 
Let ~ approximate Q(it:J.x,nt:J.t) and 

n+ 2 
u 1 
i+ 2 

1 1 
approximate _g((i + 2Mx, (n + 2)t:J.t). 

1 
n+-

To find the solution u 
2 

-.+ 1 
1 2 

n 
given ~ 

and d;_+l, consider the system (4) along with the piecewise constant initial date 

U(x, nt:J.t) 

n 1 
~+l' x > (i + z->Ax, 

n . - 1 u., x < (1 + -
2

)t:J.x. 
-1 

/::;X h 1 1 i' This defines a sequence of Riemann problems. _ If t:J.t < c) , where c is t e · oca (lui + 
sound speed, the waves generated by the individual Riemann problems will not 

interac-t. Hence the solution v(x, t) to the Riemann problems can be combined into 

a s irigle exact solution. See Figure L 
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.t•(n+1)At 

t • nAt 

. 1 1 3 
fi·UAX (i+,...

2
JAX iAX fi•-)AX'(i+UAX(i+-)AX (i+2)AX 

2 . 2 

Figure 1. Sequence of Riemann Problems on Grid. 

Let i; be an equidistributed random variable which is given by the Lebesque measure 
n 

1 1 
on the interval (- 2'2). Define 

·1 
n+ 2 

u 
-.+ 1 

1.. 2 

See Figure 2. · 

1 1 ·. 
= _y( (i + 2 + F;n)ilx, (n + 2)Llt). 

(i +_!)AX 
2 iAX (i- 1 )AX 

t = (n +!.)At 
2 . 

t =nAt 

Figure 2. Sampling Procedure for Glimm's Scheme. 

(5) 
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At each time step, the solution is approxi.lnated by a piecewise constant 

function. The solution is then advanced in time exactly and the new values are 

sampled. The metbo.d depends on beh\g able to solve the Riemann problem exactiy 

and inexpensively. 

1 
The grid at the end of one half step is offset by 2t:.x. However, at the end 

1 
of the next half step the grid will be offset by 2t:.x in the other direction 

bringing it back in iine with the original grid. 

The Riemarin problem canbe efficiently.solved by an iterative method due to 

Godimov [ 13] and modified by Chorin [ 5 J and the author [30 J. 

Consider the system ( 4) with the initial data 

The solution at later times looks like Figure 3, where s
1 

and s2 

t 

Figure 3. Solution of Riemann Problem. 



are either a shockor centered rarefaction wave. A jump in density (contact 

discontinuity corresponding to !~ = u*) exists between the two waves IIiOving at 

the velocity of the fluid. Across the contact discontinuity, the pressure and 

velocity are continuous and infact constant between the two waves. 

9 

The variables p(x,t), u(x,t) and p(x,t) depend only on the siniilarity 

variables f and equal their initial values for I~ I > constant. This follows from 

the fact that the waves have finite speeds of propagation. 

are 

where 

The Riemann invariants r± for an isothermal fluid with equation of state (2) 

£(p) = JP cdp = 
p p 

0 

~ £n p/p 0 • 

r = l(E ,Q, p ± u). (6) 
± 2 0 n 

Using the iterative procedure we first evaluate p* in state S*. To this end, 

define the quantities 

(7) 

(8) 
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For the case of the right wave being a rarefaction (p* 2 pr) we obtain using 

the constancy of the Riemann invariant r (6) 

~ .Q.np - u 
u r r 

which gives 

Using the equation ~~C~.tate (2), p*/pr = p*/pr which gives by substitution 

Thus 

where 

<P(x) = X- 1 
inx 

· For the case of the right wave being a shock wave (p* > pr) using one of the 

Rankine-Hugoniot conditions. 

P u = Mr' r r 

1 
along with the specific volume T = - we have p 

u* U. 
r - = = M 

T* T r' 
r 

Using the equation of state (2) we obtain 



, .. •· ·~·-·"· 

0 r• 0 ;;,;) ;,) ,· J /' :J " 2 u ·. 

' ... 0 

which gives by substitution 

where 

<P(x) = rx. 

We obtain sittd.lar results for the left wave. In either case we obtain 

where 

. ·{rx~ x~l <P(x) = 
X- 1 

R.n X ' X 
<1. 

Observe that; using 1 'Hdpital' s rule, lim+ <P (x) = 
x-+1 

lim_<f>(x) = 1. 
x+l 

Upon elimination of u* from (7) and (8) we obtain 

11 

(10) 

(11) 

Equations (9a), (9b), and (11) represent three equations in three unknowns which are 

solved iteratively. For details of the starting values see Chorin [5] and Sod [27] 

and [ 30]. 

After p*' MR., and Mr have been determined we may obtain u* by eliminating p* 

from equations (7) and (8)~ 

U* = (p 0 - P + M0 U0 + M U ) /(M0 + M ) 
"' ·r "' "' r r "' r 

(12) 
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front which the complete solution of the Riemann problem can be determined using the 

jump conditions for shock waves and the equation of state (2) and the co.nstancy of 

the Riemann invariants for rarefaction waves• 

We shall now describe the construction of the solution to the Riemann problem. 

As in Figure 3, the fluid initially at x 2_ 0 is separated front the fluid initially 

at x > 0 by a contact discontinuity ~~ = u*. There ate a total of ten cases to 

consider._ 

Suppose the sample point.~ f:.x lies to the left of the contact discontinuity_ 
n 

(~nl'.x < u*l'.t/2). 

(a) If the left wave is a shock wave (p* > pR.) and (1) if ~nl'.x lies to. the 

1. f · k dx · · I 
eft o the shoe line dt = UR. where UR. = ui -: MR. PR.' then P = Pi' u = tit' p = Pt' 

(2) if l;~l'.x lies to the right of the shock line ~~ = UR. we have u = u*' p = p*' and 

P = P*,= p*/c
0

, using the equation of state (.2). 

(b) If the left wave is a rarefaction wave (p* 2_ pi). The rarefaction wave is 

bounded on the left by the line ~; = Ui - ~ and on the right by the line 

dx r-dt = u2 - v c
0

• (1) If l;nl'.x lies to the left of the rarefaction wave then p p £, 

u = uR., and p = p2 , (2) if l;nl'.x lies inside the left rarefaction wave 

((u2 - rc;;)l'.t/2 < l;nl'.x < (u* - ~)l'.t/2) equates the slope of the characteristic 

dx r-
dt = u - v ~ to the slope of the line through the origin and (~nl'.x,l'.t/2), obtaining 

or 

The constancy of the Riemann invariant r . . + 

.. 
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which gives 

(uR_-u)/fib 
P = pR.e 

Using the equation of state (2) we obtain the pressure p inside the fans. (3) If 

F;n'!lx lies to the right <tJf the left rarefaction wave, we obtain u = u*' p = p*' and 

p = p* = p*/ICQ. 

The other five cases corresponding to the sample point ~n~x lying to the right 

of the contact discontinuity :~ = u* are the mirror images of the above five cases 

and will be omitted. 

For the application to a motored engine chamber the ln term in (10) was replaced 

wi.th a Taylor series expansion giving 

2 
<P(x) = --3- X 

X < :1. 

For a nonreacting flow in a motored engine chamber the isothermal assumption is 

quite reasonable. A major reason ·for considering an isothermal gas with equation of 

state (2) rather than a y-law ga.s was that the Glimm scheme with the above implementation 

became 66% faster. 

As a test of this approximation a one-dimens~onal cylinder of length 1.2 in 

Ca-rtesian coordinates was considered. A piston initially at x = 1 with p 
. -5 

2. X 10 , 

p = 1., u = 0. for 1. < x < 1 ~ 2. At time t = 0 .the piston is set into motion with 

velocity given by (33). 

In Table 1 the results are presented where the isothermal approximation was 

used in the Glimm scheme. 
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.Table 1. One-Dimensional Cylinder Using Isothermal Approximation 

X £. u .E. 

• 70 1.99 X lo-5 -1.31 .99 

.80 1.99 X 10-S -1.31 .99 

.90 1.99 X 10-5 -1.31 .99 
10-5 ~ 

.10 1.99 X -1.30 .99 

.n 1.99 X 10-s -1.30 .99 

.12 1.99 X 10 -5 -1.30 .99 

I~ Table 2 the results are presented where a y-law gas was considered with y = 1. 4. 

Table 2. One-Dimensional Cylinder Using y-law Gas Withy= 1.4. 

X £. u .E. 

. 70 1.99 X 10-5 -1.31 .99 

. 80 1.99 X 10-5 -1.31 .99 

.90 1.99 X 10-5 -1.30 .99 

.10, 1.99 X 10-5 -1.30 .99 

.11 1.99 X 10-5 -1.30 .99 

.12 1.99 X 10-5 -1.30 .99 

It is observed that these results are in good agreement. 

Furthermore, if the sound speed c is extremely large in comparison to the velocity 

of the flow field then the time step is going to be extremely small. An artificial 

method of increasing the time step is considered. The sound speed c is replaced with 

c I 6 where 6 is a scaling factor chosen so that c/ 6 is large compared with the !low 

field velocity. This will reduce the effective sound speed and hence increase the 

time step. This is a variant of the method known as artificial compressibility 

introduced by Chorin [3] for an incompressible fluid. 
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Obvipusly the pres~ure and density are going to be altered by the introduction 

b .1·· b. t th velocity• f.l.· eld should not be affected of the artificial compressi 1. 1.ty u · e 

appreciably. This can be seen in Table 3 where the same one-dimensional cylinder 

was used as a test with 8 = 100. 

Table 3. One-Dimemdonal Cylinder Using Isothermal Approximation with Artificial 
Compressibility. 

X .e.. ~ .E. -

. 70 1. 89 X 10 -5 -1.30 .94 

. 80 1.89 X 10-5 -1.30 .94 

.90 1. 89 X 10-5 -1.29 .94 

.10 1.89 X 10-5 -1.28 .94 

.11 1.89 X 10-5 -1.27 .94 

.12 1.89 X 10-5 -i.27 .94 

Consider a passive term a(x,t) which is transported by the fluid, where a 

satisfies the equation 

This is solved in the Riemann problem directly. If the random variable ~ lies 
n 

· dx to the left of· the contact discontinuity dt = u* the value assigned to a is the 

value of a in the left state S Jl, and if sn lies to the right of the contact discon

tinuity the value assigned to a is the value of a in the right state S . r 

It is observed numerically (see Sod [27] and [30]) that the rarefaction wave 

was rough even though exceptionally accurate. This is a result of the random 

sampling. To explain this "jiggling" consider a shock wave with speed U. Consider 

only one interval as in Figure 4. This represents a Riemann problem with constant states 



Figure 4. Shock Wave with Speed u. 

s2 and S . Sample at points "x" on this interval. If the point '!x" lies to the 
r 

left of the shock we take for its value at the new time step the value on the 

left of the shock and the shock moves to the right one grid point. If the point 

"x" lies to the right of the shock we take for its value at the new time step 

the value on the right of the shock and the shock doesn't move. This jiggling 

produces a sharp shock whose position fluctuates and whose speed on the average 

is U. Similarly, for a rarefaction wave !JieceF: of the fan are goin?: to the 

stretched or squeezed together. However, ori the average we obtain straight 

lines in the fan and a smooth raufaction wave. 

It should be randomness (or some form of choosing an equipartition of the 

1 1 . ..• . 
interval, see Colella [9] (- 2'2)) 1s needed. Suppose we choose ~. =

2
1

, that 
1 n 

n+ 2 . 1 . · 1 
is sample at the midpoint of the intervals (_!:! · 

1 
= v((1 +2)t.x, (n + 2 )t.t)) · 

i+ 2 
Consider a shock wave stich that the slope is very steep, that is :; 'V 0 but 

:~ > 0. In this case the value (i + ~)t.x will alwa:ys be to the left of the 

16 

shock a:nd hence by the above reasoning the shock will move to the right with speed 

~~independent of the true shock speed •. For more details see Sod [30]. 

" 
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Glimm 1 s Method In Two-Dimensions. The generalization of Glinnn 1 s method to 

two space dimensions is done by operator splitting. Equation (3a) can be 

written as two sets of one-dimensional equations 

where 

and 

where 

'\.!!. + 3J:(U) = 0, 

p 

pu 
U= r and F(Q) 

u z 

e 

o U + o G(U) 
t- z--

p 

u 

0, 

U= r and .Q.(Q) 
pu 

z 

e 

= 

pu r 
2 pu +p 
r 

u u r z 

u (e+p) r 

pu 
z 

u u r z 
2 pu +p 
z 

u (e+p) z 

The two systems of equations (13a) and (13b) are solved on a staggered grid 

in order to ensure consistency.· A single two-dimensional time step consists of 

four quarter steps. Each step is a sweep in the z or r direction. 

17 

(13a) 

(13a 1 ) 

(13b) 

(13b I) 

We see that the third (second) component equation of system (13a)(l3b) is in 

nonconservation form. The advantage of this form is that in an r-sweep for 

system (13a) (13b) .the velocity • component u (u ) is transported as a passive z r 

scalar. See Chorin [ 5] . 
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Let t:,r and b,z. denote the spatial increment in the r and z directions respec-

tively. Let u~ . approximate U(it:,r,jt:,z,n!:,t) which is the. solution to system (3a) 
-1,J 

obtained by using systems (13a) a,nd (13b) and Jl;.,j. approximate U(i!:,r,jl::,z,n~t) in 

equation (3b). At the start of the computation p, u u and p are known at r' z 

the grid points (it:,r,jt:,z). 

First sweep in the z-direction. Consider the sequence of Riemann problems 

given by equation (1.3b) along with the piecewise constant< initial data 

{
~,j+l' z > (j + t>f::,z, 

~ (it:,r, z,nt:,t) = n 

u .. ' z < (j + 1:.2·.)/},z. 
--:1. 'J 

The approximate solution at the grid points (i!:,r~ (j + t)b,z) is given by 

1 n-
- I' 2 ( • A ( • + 1: + _

2
1) A-' (n· + _2~)· A-)' .!!. . . 1 = ~ 1 Llr, J s 1 t.= t.= 

1;J+ 2 n,4" 

where v is the solution ot the above sequence of Riemann problemS. Let L' 
-z . 1 zl 

denote the operator that 
1 

n,4 
z-sweep, that is u' 

- i,j+ t 

n _r:,-4 
advances the solution u. . to u in the first 

-1,J -. "+ 1 
1,J 2 

This is followed by a sweep in the r-direction. Consider the sequence of 

Riemann problems given by equation (l3b) along with the initial data 

1 n-
i!-:'4 1' r >(i+ t)t:,r, 

i+l,j+ 2 

1 
· n,T 1 
_i! .... l' r <(i+2)t:,r. 

i,J+ I 

. The approxitnate solution at the grid points ( (i + i> M, (j + ~) t:,z)) is given by 



0 0 .,) u .,;) 3 0 lF ;;J 6 "' 0 

where v is the solution to the above sequence of Riemann problems. Let L 1 

~ ~ 

denote the operator that advances the solution 

1 n+ .!. n.-4 2 
- t -1 u to u 
-. '+ 1 -.+ 1 '+ 1 1 'J 2 1 2•J 2 

in the first r-sweep, that is 

1 n+
-1 2 
u 1 . 1 
i+ 2,]+ 2 

1 n-
L1 u 1'4 

r -
1 . '+ 1 1,J 2 
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The grid is now offset. by tr:.r in the r-direction and it.z in the z-direction. 

The next two sweeps will shift the grid back to its original position. 

The third sweep is in the z-direction. Consider sequence of Riemann problems 

given by equation (13b) along with the initial data 

n+.!. 
-I 2 • A .!:! 1 1 , z . > J Llt , 

1 1 i+ 2,j+ 2 
~((i+ z)t.r,z,(n+ 2)t.t) = 1 

n+-
-I 2 • A 
U 1 ,z<JLlZ• - .. + 1 . 

1 z·J- 2 

The approximate solution at the grid points ((i + ~)t.r,jt.z) is given by 

3 
n,4 ul 

-.+ 1 . 
1 2,] 

= ~((i+ ~)t.r,(j+ ~ 3 + t>t.z,(n+l)t.t), 
n,4 

where v is the solution to the above sequence of Riemann problems. Let L1 

-z z2 

denote the operator that advances the solution 

n+ .!. n 1 
-1 2 . -1'4 
u 1 1 to u. 1 . 
-.+ '+ + 1 2,] 2 1 2,] 



in the second z-sweep that is 

. 3 
n,-4· 

-' ..!:!. . 1 
i+ 2'J 

1 n+ ~ 
L' ii' 2 

z2-.+ 1 "+ 1 
·· 1 2·J 2 

The fourth sweep is in the r-direction. ·Consider the sequence of 'Riemann 

problems given by equation (13a) along with the initial data 

U (r,jt:.z,(n+ 
2
1)t:.t) = 

-r 

3 
.. r: '4 

..!:!.. l.'r>it:.r, 
1+ I•J 

3 n,4 
ii' . t:. . 1 . , r < 1 r. 
1- 2·] 

The approximate solution to system (3a) at the original grid points, (it:.r,jt:.z) 

at time (n + l)l:.t is given by 

u'~+~ = v ((i + 2
1 

+ ~ +l)t:.r,jt:.z' (n+l)t:.t)' 
- 1,] -r · · n 

where ~r is the solution to the above sequence of Riemann problems. 

denote the operator that advances the solution 

3 n,-
. h d h • - I n+ 1 I ...; I 4 in t e secon r-sweep, t at 1s u i,j = Lr ..!:!.. · 1 . 

2 1+ 2•] 

Let L' 
r2 
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Glinnn;s method will produce perfectly sharp shock and contact discontinuities. 

However, for multidimensional problems there are oscillations in a neighborhood of 

the discontinuities. This is a dispersive effect due to the operator splitting 

(used to reduce the number of space dimensions). This is usually not observed in 

finite difference method due to the trtmcation error and the inclusion of artificial 

viscosity which smoothes such oscillations. A numerical study demonstrating this 

property has been conducted by Colella [ 9 ]. 

To reduce these oscillations an artificial viscosity term is added to each 

quarter step. The form chosen is a modified version of the artificial viscosity 

considered by Lapidus [ 20]. This may be added as a frac.tional step. Other types 

of artificial viscosity were considered. It appeared that Glinnn' s method is 

relatively insensitive to the choice. It must be remembered that this artificial 



viscosity term is riot being added to approximate any physical viscosity. It is 

being used merely to damp t:he oscillations brought on by the operator splitting. 

This is described in greater detail in Collella [9] and Sod [30], 

Consider the first z-sweep. Let 

1 1 

1 
n-:-

1: -,.I' 4 
u u . 

z-.. + 1 
1,] 2 

1 
n,4 

iii 
. '+ 1 1,] 2 

1' 
i,j- 2 

We shall 
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replace 
n,~ . n,~ 

U1 1 with i! . 1 obtained by introducing an artificial viscosity term 
i,j+ 2 i,j+ 2 

in the z-direction. This is given by 

1 
_n,~ 
u 

. '+ 1 
1,] 2 

1 n-
= iii '4 + 

. '+ 1 
1,] 2 

1 n,-

o [<lo il
1 4 

3 1+ 
z z . '+ 

1,] 2 

1 1 n- n-
c£st'4 )O u 1 '

4 J 
z .. + 1 z- .. + 3 , 

1,] 2 1,] 2 

where c 
z 

f/; 
and C are adjustable parameters and S is the local sound· speed (or shock 

z 

speed if available) . 

This adds a linear term to the purely quadratic term of artificial viscosity 

considered by Lapidus. The combination has the advantage of giving a smoother 

and sharper shock transition than a purely quadratic term. A purely linear term 

would produce far too much damping. This combination of a quadratic and linear 

term results in the quadratic term dominating in regions with large velocity 

gradients which the linear term is still sufficiently active to damp oscillations. 

This artificial viscosity term is a fractional step for the solution of the 

equation 

au= c Lit (t.z) 3a [(lou I+ c£s)a u]. 
t- z Liz z z z z z-

1 n+-
Next, consider the first r-sweep. Let o u1 2 

x- '+ 1 '+ 1 1 2,] 2 
n+ l n+ l 

1 1 
n+ 2 n+-

-I -I 2 = u u 
'+ 1 '+ 1- . 1 '+ 1' 1 2•J 2 1- 2'J 2 

W 1 -1 2 . h - 2 b e rep ace u . 1 . 1 w1t ~. 1 . 1 Y introducing an artificial viscosity term 
1+ 2:,]+ 2 1+ 2·J+ 2 

in the r-direction. This is given by 



1 n+·""-
- 2 
u i' 1 
i+ 2,j+ 2 

1 n+-
= ii'. 2 . + 

"+ 1 "+ 1 1 . 2,] 2 

1 n+-
c 6-t 0 [ <I 0 iiI 2 I 

r 11r r r i+ 3 .+· 1 .. 2,] 2 

where cr and c; are adjustable parameters. 

1 
R. n+-

+Cs' 2 ) 
r .+ 1 .+ 1 

1 2'] 2 
1 n+-

-, 2 o u· · 
r- "+ 3 "+ 1] ~ 

l. 2,] 2 

This artificial viscosity term is a fractional step for the solution ·of the 

diffusion equation 

au= c ~t (1:1r) 3a [(Ia u I+ cts)a u]. t- r ur r r r r · r-

Artificial viscosity is added to the second z and r sweeps in an analogous 

manner. Let L and L represent L' and L' (i = 1, 2) respectively with the r. z. r. z·. 
l. l. l. l. 

addition of the artificial viscosity is described above. Then the solution to 

eql!ation ( 3a) can be written as 

-n+i 
u ... = 
-l.,J 

Artificial viscosity is applied at the end of every quarter step because 

the sooner the oscillations in the velocity field are damped the less the mass 
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(14) 

will diffuse across the contact discontinuity. If the oscillations are not damped 

as soon as possible (after each quarter step) the oscillations in the velocity 

field (as well as in pressure) will spread. Then when the artificial viscosity 

is applied it will be applied over a larger region, allowing .more mass to diffuse. 

In finite difference schemes when artificial viscosity is used it is not 

applied in regions which are smooth. Artificial viscosity is not applied in 

regionswhich contain rarefaction. The same holds here with Glimm's method. For 
. . 

when operator splitting is used, a region in two dimensions which contains a 

rarefaction wave when projected down to one dimension results in a rarefaction plus 

a weak shock (O(h)) which leads to a negligable production of entropy (O(h
3)). 
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Typically this artificial viscosity would be applied only when a u < 0 
r r 

(in an r-sweep) and a u < 0 (in a z-sweep) . However, when used with Glimm' s z z 

method a cut off it used say (J > 0 for an r-sweep and a > 0 for a z-sweep. r z 

In which artificial visocity will only be applied when I a u I > (J for an r r r 

r-sweep and Ia u I > a for a z-sweep. In the pressure of weak compression waves z z z 

the velocity gradients will be small and the oscillations will be negligable. The 

use of the cut off restli"icts the use of artificial viscosity to region which contain 

large velocity gradients. See Colella [ 9} and Sod [30]~ 

Even with the use of artificial viscosity problems a rise in the presence of 

strong shocks. The artificial viscisity typically acts on two of the conserved 

quantities momentum and total energy. It is possible that during the course~of 
-~'-

'" . one step of the calculation that a large amount of momenttim will diffuse across ~-

the shock. In most finite difference methods the artificial viscosity is not 

applied to the third conserved quantity, the mass. If this strategy is followed 

here, little or no mass will diffuse, thus leading to an unphysically large pre-

shock velocity. Using this velocity to compute the pressure through the energy 

may yield a smaller or even negative pressure. A remedy is to allow the artificial 

viscosity to act on the mass, but much less than on the other quantities. 

Solution of Ordinary Differential Equations. Orice the solution of system (3a) 

u~+~ is obtained, we must solve a system of ordinary differential equations (3b). 
1,] 

We approximate equation (3b) by a modified version of the Cauchy-Euler scheme. 

Randomness, in keeping with the spirit of the Glimm scheme, is introduced which 

was not in the original method. See Sod [25]. Let s
1 

and s2 be the random 

variables used in the two r-sweeps. Then system (3b) is approximated by 

n+l 
u .. 
1,] 

L 
_n+l 

- ~i,j (15) 



Originally r in system ( 3b) was replaced with it.r, here r is replaced with 

(i + s
1 

+ s 2)t.r. At the end of the two r...,.sweeps the place at which the solution 

is found is offset from the grid point it.r by (s
1 

+ s 2)t.r. This sampling in 

equation (14) gives the solution of (3b) which is in phase with the solution of 

(3a) in the r-directioh . 

. Since the sampling used is the stratified sampling as .developed by Chorin 
- . 

[5], the values of sl and s2 are never such that i +'t;l + s2 = o. 

The overall scheme which solves equation (1) can be written by combining 

(14) and (15) to obtain 

n+l 
u~ . = 
-1;] 
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Another approach _which can be seen (numerically) to reduce some of the oscillations 

caused by operator splitting is to symmetrize the operator in the following fashion 

n+2 
u .. 
-1,] 

Boundary Conditions for Interior Method. Boundary conditions need only be applied 

to the system (3a) since the system of ordinary differential equations (3b) is used 

only at interior points. Thus the boundary condition at the axis -of synnnetry (r = 0) 

is readily handled. 

Impose boundary conditions on.boundaries that lie to the left of or below the 

regions of flow at points (j 1 + t)t.z and (i 1 + t)t.r respectively at time (n + tMt, 

and on boundaries that lie to the right of or above the regions of flow at points 

j"t.z and i"t.r respectively at time nt.t, i 1
, J 1

, i", and j" are integers. 

Suppose, for example, th~re is a· boundary. ~t z· = z
0 

·moving with velocity V where 

the fluid is to the right. The boundary condition is imposed at a point (j 0 + t)t.z 

by synnnetry considerations. A false state is created a:t j
0

t.z by setting 



0 0 ;; 

-u 

-

ri . .Jo 

p .. 
~.Jo 

= 2V .-. 

-
= p .. +1" 

~.Jo 

0 I i .. .... 8 2S 

The sampling is done to the right of the wall line ~~ V. Boundaries in the radial 

direction are handled in a completely analogous manner. 

One random variable ~ is chosen per quarter step. If the random variable for 

1 
the first two quarter steps is chosen to be~ 0, i.e. ~n,l/ 4 , sn+l/ 2 ~ 0 at (n + I)L':.t 

and the random variables for the second two quarter steps is chosen to be > 0 at 

(n + l)L':.t, that is, ~n,)/4 , ~n+l ~ 0, then on the average no information will be lost 

at the boundaries (Chorin [ 6 ]) • 

One further problem is introduced when the boundary is moving in the direction 

of the exterior (as in the case of a piston being pulled out of a cylinder). As the 

boundary is moving out lines of grid points (line of points j 0 in Figure Sa) which 

were external to the numerical domain at one time are part of the grid at a later 

time. See Figure Sb. The problem is to choose a way. to assign values to these new 

grid points. The values of P, u , u , and p at this new line of grid points is · r z 

assigned the corresponding values (obtained from the most recently completed sweep) 

from the nearest line of grid points (line of points j
0 

+ 1 in Figure Sb) already 

in the numerical domain. 

io i0 +1 

Figure Sa. Grid line j
0 

exterior to computational grid 
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Figure 5b. Grid line j 
0 

in comp.utational domain after piston oweeps past 

In Table 4 an example is given of this procedure for a one-dimensional tube in 

Cartesian coordinates of length 1. A piston initially at x = 0. 85 with P = 1, u = 0, 

and p = 1 in the region 0. 85 .::_ x 2_ 1. At time t = 0 the pistoh (left boundary) is 

set into motion with velocity V = -1 producing a rarefaction wave. 

Table 4 -· Effect of Grid Definition of Solution 

X .e. u .£. 

. 76 .428 -.923 .305 

. 78 .467 -. 836 .344 

.80 .481 -.807 . 358 

. 82 .481 -. 807 . 358 

.84 .565 -. 639 . 4lf9 

.86 .603 -.570 .492 

.88 .681 -.437 .584 

.90 . 703 -.403 .610 

.92 .712 -· 389 .621 

.94 .799 -.259 .731 

.96 .888 -.140 .846 

.98 .944 -.068 .922 

Once the wave has been developed, the new lines of grid points can be defined 

by linear interpolation using the nearest two lines of grid points obtained from 

the most recently completed sweep. 
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Boundary Layer Treatment. Consider the flow past a circular cylinder· of constant 

radius r 0 parallel to its axis (r = 0). A boundary layer initially of zero thick

ness is formed on the surface of the cylinder. The Prandtl boundary layer equations 

for a semi-infinite flat plate are a valid approximation. The boudary layer grows 

parabolically in thickness with increasing z. A state will be reached when the 

thickness of the boundary layer can no longer be neglected compared with r
0

. So 

for a long axially symmetric cylinder the boundary layer equations for a flat plate 

break.down. Certain derivatives in r may no longer be neglected. See 

Schlichting [35 ] • 

The boundary layer equations for axially symmetric cylinder (retaining the 

correct derivatives in r) may be written in the form 

a ( ru ) + a ( ru ) z . z r r 

~;: = - a u r z' 

0,. 

where u = (uz,ur) with uz tangent to the boundary and ur normal to the boundary, 

!;: is the vorticity, and v is the viscosity. The boundary conditions are 

and 

~(oo,z) 

We integrate equation (16c) to obtain the tangential component of the velocity 

(16a) 

(16b) 

(16c) 



u (r,z) = U..;(z)- Ioo ~(r,t)dr. z ' 
r 

With this equa.tion(l6b) may be integrated to obtain the normal component of the 

velocity 

u (r,z) r . = - 1 a 
r z [ 

0 

ru (r,z)dr, 
z 

which is norisingular provided that r
0 

> 0. Hence once the vorticity (r,t) is 

known velocity field in the boundary layer may be obtained from equations (17a) 

arid (17b). 

The method used is one introduced by Chorin [ 7] for the boundary layer 
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(17a) 

(17b) 

equations for a flat plate in two-dimensions. Consider a collection of N segments 

S. of vortex sheets with intensities ~., i = 1, 
1 1 

,N. The S. a.re straight line 
1 

segments parallel to the z-axis having length hand center (r. ,z.). The difference 
' 1. 1 

in u z across 

Let d. 
J 

. + 
the segmentS. is~., that is u (r.,z.) - (u (r:,z.) = ~ .. 

1 1 z 1 1 z .1 1 1 

{

1- jz;- z. j/h, ifjz. - z. J < h 
1 J 1 J 

0, otherwise, 

and consider the tangential velocity u of S. due to the presence of the other 
z. 1 

1 

segments. Using equation (l-7a) 've obtain the approximation 

~.d .• 
J J 

The number of interactions among the segments is small since for a segment S. to 
J 

influence 

(18a) 
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a given segment must intersect a semi-infinite strip Ri = { (r,z)l r ~ r 0 and 

h h 
where z1 - 2 and zi + 2 are the ends of segment Si. See 

h 
zi """22. z .::_ 

Figure 6. 

Ficure 6. Influence of other segments on segment Si 

r=r 
.0 

The term d. in (18a) is a weight which corresponds to the length of the portion 
J 

of segment S. which lies in the 'strip R.. If S. does not intersect the strip R. 
J 1 J 1 

then d. = 0. Below the sheet S. the velocity is increased by I;.. The velocity 
J 1 1 

at a height r is increased by all the segments of sheets that lie above r. 

Let 

~ = {1-
J 0, otherwise, 

lz. + Q- z.l/h, iflz. + Q- z. I < h, 
1-2 J 1-2 J 

and min 
rj = min(ri- r 0 , rj- r 0), and consider the normal velocity ur. of segment 

1 

S. due to the presence of the other segments. 
1 

Using a centered divided difference 

to approximate a in equation (17b) we obtain the approximation z 

The integral 
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h .. 
is a weighted. flux ·of uz across a segment of the vertical line at· zi + 2 between 

r 0 and ri. Each sheet which intersects this vertical line affects the velocity 

ori this line and hence the flux. If a segment S j lies below ri, i.e. r. < r. 
J 1 

then s. increases the velocity of the segment by ~. below i:J. and thus increases 
J J 

the flux by (r. 
J 

r 0gJ, . If S. lies above r. , that is i:. · > r then S. increases 
J 1 . J i J 

the velocity ori the entire vertical segment from ro to ri and hence the flux is 

. increased by (ri - ro)~j. 

With this and by using the above approximation for u and the approximation r. 
(18a) for u we obtain 

z. 
1 

.U 
r. 

1 

+ min \ - min L ~.d.r. r. + L ~.d.r. r.)/r.h. 
jfi J J J J jfi J J J J 1 

1 

(18b) 

This completes the description of the velocity field computation for the segments 

S.. Next we describe how this is used to solve equations (16a) - (16c) · 
1 

Operator splitting is used to write equations (16a) - (16c) in the form 

and 

n 
Let r. 

1 

a (ru ) + a (ru ) z z r r 

~ = -a u r z' 

2 a ~ = va ~
t r 

0, (19) 

(20) 

( 21) 

r. (nl\t) and z~ = z. (nl\t), then the motion of the segments S. as described 
1 1 1 1 

. by equation (19) can be approximated by 



n+l .n + iltu r = r. ' i 1 r. 
1 

n+l n 
+ iltu z = z. ' i 1 z. 

1 

using (18b)for u and (18a)for u 
ri zi 

Consider the motion of the segments in the r-direction as described by 

equation (20). This is readily handled, for the segments S. are moved along the 
1 

characteristics of (20) 

2 . 
r + 2vt = constant. 

This will give rise to the approximation to equation (20) 

n+l 
r i 

The tangential boundary condition at infinity is satisfied through (18a) 
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since there are no vortex sheets above infinity. The normal boundary condition at 

It may appear that the tangential boundary condition at the cylinder wall is 

already satisfied. However the sheet·s are moving and there is no guarantee that 

at a given time the sheets above z. will be enough to make u = 0 at the cylinder 
1 z. 

1 

wall. Thus in order to satisfy the tangential boundary condition more sheets must 

be introduced, i.e., more vorticity must be created. 

Divide the cylinder wall into intervals of length h. Let Pi= (r0 ,ih), 

i 0, ..• ,M. Suppose the flow satisfies the equations of motion and the boundary 

conditions except the tangential boundary condition at the cylinder wall. Suppose 

at P., u (r
0

,ih) = u # 0. The effect of viscosity is to create a thin boundary 
1 z zo 

layer near the wall. Extend the solution t;, across the cylinder wall at the beginning 

of each time step by anti-symmetry, that is ..!:!_(r
0 

- v, z) = -u(r
0 

+ v, z). This 

gives by definition oft;,, ~(r0 - v, z) = E;,(r
0 

+ v, z). See Figure 7. By integrating 
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~ r. 

--------~~----~--~~------------------~~~+v 

0 ·-

_____ Q _____ , -· 
tO 

Figure 7~ Vorticity creation 

the vorticity in one of these intervals we have that the voriticity in the boundary 

layer and reflected boundary layer of thickness v and length h is 

J 

( i + t) h I r 0 +v _ J ( i + f) h J r 0 +v 
1 

_ s drdt = 1 (-a u ) drdz 
(i- ~)h r -v (i- -)h r -v r z 

2 0 2 - 0 

(i+ !)h 
= ( 

2
1· ( u (ro+"' z) - u ( ro - \) 'z)) dz' 

J(i- 2)h z ' z 

/ 



0 0 .i 0 ::;) ':( y u l ~ 7 0 

which by symmetry gives 

f
(i+ ~)h 

1 2u (r0 + v,z)dz : 2uz(r0 + v,ih)h, 
(i- -)h z 

2 

where the second integral is approximated by the midpoint rule. uz(r0 + v,ih) 

is the freestream velocity at the edge of the boundary layer. This is set equal 
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to uz(r
0

, ih), the tangential component which needs to be cancelled. Thus one has 

to create a vortex sheet of intensity 2u per unit length of cylinder wall. 
zo 

This sheet is then broken up and into segments and particd.pates in the subsequent 

motion of the fluid. 

This leads to solving the diffusion equation (21) in lR
2 without boundaries. 

Finally we consider the motion of the segments in the r-direction as described by 

the diffusion equation (21). This is included by a random walk introduced in this 

context by Chorin [ 4]. This is a grid free algorithm for solving (21) exploiting 

the connection between the diffusion equation and the random walk (the Green's 

function for the diffusion equation in absence of boundaries is a gaussian function). 

Let n. be a gaussianly distributed random variable with mean 0 and variance Zvt.t. 
1 

By the form of.equation (21) we see that diffusion occurs only in the r-direction, 

n+l so this will lead to an updated value of r i only and equation (21) can be 

approximated by 

n+l 
r i 

n 
r. + n .. 

1 1 

These three terms can be combined to yield the algorithm 

n+l 
r . 

1 

n+l 
z i 

= l(r~) 2 - 2vt.t + lltu + n., 
· 1 r. 1 

1 

(22a) 

(22b) 
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This sheds some light on the link between the no-slip condition u = 0 at 

r = r 0 and the crea:tiori of vorticity at the boundary. For some analysis see [7]. 

In order to insure that the cylinder wall velocity is zero, we require that more 

vorticity be created, emanating from the boundary. Once created, the sheets are 

·lost in only two ways. They are pushed out from the boundary in time and moved 

·· downstream with the fluid. Equation (21) acts to keep the bound,ary layer closer 

to the wall than the flat plate case. Without the diffusion term the sheetswould 

never leave the botindary, for ur = 0 at r = r 0 and the no-slip condition has no 

effect. 

Solving this diffusion equation in JR
2 

is equivalent to creating a vort.ex 

sheet of intensity 2u per unit length of wall and sheets crossing the wall are 
zo 

reflected back, i.e. if at the end of a time step a sheet is at (r.~z.) where 
. .~ ~ 

ri < 0 then it is returned to (-ri,ii). 

Rather than one sheet of intensity 2u being created at a point P.;. several 
zo ... 

say m, sheets each of intensity 2u /m are created at P.. This gives a better 
zo . ~ 

approsimation to the diffusion equation. Sheets which have jilst been created and 

cross the boundary by the random walk process are removed in order not to violate 

the wall symmetry. 

Two variance reduction procedures will be described. The first may be found 

in Chorin [ 7]. Since the diffusion occurs only in the r-direction it can readily be seen 

that the gaussian random variable n. used in the random walk need only be independent 
. ~ 

of each other when they are used for sheets whose centers lie·in the strip Ri. See 

Figure 6. At each time step for each point P. on the boundary for which one sheet 
~ 

is created an ifl:teger tag not used before is chosen and assigned to that element. 

A.second integer tag not used before is chosen and.assigned to the element at each 

point P. on the boundary for which twosheets are created. This process is repeated· 
~ 

up to the maximum number of sheets created. The effect of this tagging is to.piece 



together different elements created at different boundary points into vortex 

sheets. The different elements of each sheet having the same tag. This can be 

accomplished in the following way. Consider some time n~t and let N denote ·max 

the maximum number of sheets that can be created at any one boundary point per 

time step. Then at any boundary point P. where j sheets have been created, the 
1 

tag assigned to the newly created elements inn· N + j. 
max 

This tagging procedure is used in the following way. When the gaussian 

random variable ni are chosen for the random walk, all elements with the same 

tag are assigned the same random variable. 
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Another variance reduction procedure due to Chorin can be seen from the fact 

that on the average half of the newly created sheets will cross the boundary and 

hence be removed as a result of the random walk. One can help this process along. 

For every boundary point P. create an even number of sheets. If an odd number of 
1 

sheets are created as described above then add one more such that the total vorticity 

is unchanged. 

An efficient way to construct gaussian random variables is to draw to 

uniformly distributed random variables a1 and a2 in the interval (0,1), then 

n. 
1 

1-2otna2 cos2Tia, (23) 

represents a gaussian random variable with mean 0 and variance o. This is due to 

Paley and Wiener [24]. 

For the first sheet, if the random variable ni is positive (i.e. 0 < a1 
1 

<-
4 

3 or 4 < a
1 

< 1) choose successive values of the gaussian random variable until the 

first negative value is reached (i.e. t < a
1 

< ~) discarding the others. This 

first negative value will be used for the second sheet. This process is continued 

with every other n. being negative. In this way exactly half of the sheets will 
1 

cross the boundary and be removed. This rejection technique is discussed in 

Harranersl ey and Hands comb [ 15]. 
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.·.However, one should be cautioned that creating too few sheets per grid point 

P. ·can be disastrous. For example if two sheets are created per grid point. 
1. 

After the random walk one sheet will be lost leaving one sheet. However this does 

not give a good approximation to the diffusion equation. This is magnified when 

the. nornial velocity is computed using (18b) producing large (unphysical) normal 

velocities. 

Coupling of Irtterior ·and Boundary Layer Methods. Finally we must describe how the 

two methods are pieced together. The method used to couple the boundary layer 

calculation to the inte:dor calculation is more complicated than originally considered 

( 

by Chorin [7]. 

It is essential that the boundary layer act on the interior (unless the 

boundary layer does not separate). In this method the edge of the calculation is 

not the boundary of the domain, but rather the edge of the boundary layer. 

In the problem considered below the boundary is substantially more complicated 

than a simple cylinder. We shall allow for boundaries which consist of pieces of 

cylinders and flat plates (normal to cylinder). The boundary layer equations for a 

flat plate are used for these regions normal to the cylinders. In this context the 

boundary layer equations for a flat plate may be written in the form 

2 va t;, . z 

a u + a u o, z z r r 

t; = -a u , z r 

with suitable boundary conditions as described in the previous section. 

As described in a previous section, the interior method consists of four 

t:.t 
quarter steps of length T. The first two quarter steps.representing a half step 
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Also as described in the section on boundary conditions for the interior method 

the boundaries which lie below or to the left of regions of flow coincide with 

points (j' + ~)t::.z and (i' + ;)t::.r respectively, where i' and j' are integers. At 

the end of the first two quarter steps of the interior calculation the solution is 

' 1 1 shifted by -zt::.r and -zt::.z to these grid points. Boundaries which lie above or to the 

right of the regions of flow coincide with points j"t::.z and i"t::.r respectively, where 

i" and J' are integers. At the end of the last two quarter steps the solution is 

1 ' 1 
shifted back by -z!:::.r and -zt::.z to these grid points. 

A boundary layer calculation for the entire boundary is made every two quarter 

!:::.t 
steps each with time step z· The tangential component of the velocity at the edge 

of the interior calculation (edge of the boundary layer) is used as the velocity at 

infinity for the boundary layer calculation. For the boundary layer calculation the 

velocity at infinity is considered to be piecewise constant over the same intervals 

as in the interior calculation. This is important since the values of t::.r and t::.z in 

the interior calculation may not be the same as the spacing h of the boundary points 

for. the boundary layer calculation. See Figure 8. 

Interior 

f 
Ar -- Az -
f (i-1) Az iAz 0+11 Az 

Edge of boundary layer 
(edge of interior calculations) 

Boundary layer (thickness not to scale) 

~ff//7,- p~ 'l/Jvv}v7J. Boundary 

Figure 8. Coupling of interior and boundary layer 
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These values are updated at the end of every four quarter steps of the interior 

calculation. For the boundaries 'W'hich lie above or to the right of the regions of 

flow velocity at infinity for the bot.mdary layer calculation is updated at the end of 

each of the first two quarter steps. For the boundaries which lie below or to the 

left of the regions of flow the velocity at infinity for the boundary layer calculation 

is updated at the end of each of the second two quarter steps. 

Chorin's method of treatment for boundaries which was the tinion of flat plates 

was to t.mfold them and treat as one flat plate. Sheets fi:·om one segment of the 

··boundary approaching a corner (the intersection of two bot.mdary segments) are 

continued into the next adjacent segment of boundary. For the geometry considered here 

two adjacent pieces of boundary are .. of a different type, that is one is a cylinder and 

the other is a flat plate, with different governing equations for each. For this 

reason and for the simplicity of the implementation each segment of boundary is 

labeled and treated separately . 

. Sheets which strike a boundary segment other than the one from which they 

originated are anti-reflected. Consider vortex sheets eminating from a cylindrical 

boundary and boundary at z = z
0 

normal to this cylinder with fluid to the right. Let 

the sheets have center (r., z.) and intensity E;,., After the sheets are moved should 
1 1 1 

zi be such that zi < z0 the sheet is reflected, that is its new position becomes 

{ r., 2z0 - z.) and the sign of the vorticity changes, becoming -F., •• 
1 1 . 1 

Similarly, should that boundary at z = z
0 

be a moving boundary, as in the case of a 

piston, sheets which are struck by the piston are also reflected. This is the case of 

a piston moving into a fluid, which will produce a snow plow type effect which 

cant ributes to the vortex roll up at the cylinder wall. 

This introduces a problem not realized by Chorin' s method, namely the corner 

singularity (see Landau and Lifshitz f~19J) at the intersection of two boundary 

segments. In the computations grid for the interior method, this is actually the 

intersection of the edges of the two boundary layers whose thickness are very small. 
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Hence computationally this can still be considered to be a corne'r singularity. For 

this reason the computation of the normal velocity using (18b) at the edge of the 

boundary layer at these corner points can result in a disaster. This can be remedied 

by leaving the normal velocity at these corner points at the values from the 

interior calculation. Physically this is a reasonable remedy. 

In an earlier version of the method (see Sod [28] and [29]) the normal velocity 

at the edge of the boundary layer was computed using equation (18b) where z. is 
l. 

min 
replaced with i~z and r. = r. since in this. case r. is the boundary layer thickness 

J J l. 

at i~z and hence ri > rj. This normal velocity at the edge of the boundary layer at 

i~z became the normal velocity at the edge of the interior calculation at i~z. The 

result was at the end of a two-stroke cycle where the boundary layer equations were 

solved on a time scale 50 times greater than that of the interior, there were about 

6500 vortex sheets. Despite the number of interactions between vortex sheets being 

small this was still costly both in computer time and computer storage. Another 

serious drawback to this approach was that the boundary layer equations are no 

longer valid in the region where the boundary layer separates. 

A method is introduced that brings the effect of the viscosity from the boundary 

into the interior in a more natural manor in such a way that most of the vortex sheets 

are not retained. 

Consider the Navier-Stokes equations for a viscous, incompressible fluid in an 

axially symmetric geometry in vorticity transport form 

att; + (~ . y)l; v~l; +~ a l; -
\) 

l;, (23a) 
r r 2 

r 

a (ru ) + a (ru ) = 0, (23b) r r z z 

l; - a u a u (23c) z r r z 
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The velocity potential cp must satisfyLaplace's equation, which for an axially 

symmetric flow in cylindrical· coordinates assumes the form · 

M + .!. a cp o. 
r r 

We can define the stream function ~ such that 

u 
r 

..l. Cl ~ and u r z z 
1 

= ~ () ~r r 

·As a result the stream function is related to the voritcity by 

.!. d.~= -rs. 
r r 

Consider a circular vortex filament in JR3 which lies in the plane z = 0 

(normal to the z=axis). Other planes z = c can be treated by superposition. So 

(24) 

this is a point vortex in an axially symmetric geometry irt cylindrical coordinates 

iri JR
2 and is a function of r alone (independent of z). 

Under the conditions (see Lamb [18]and Whitaker and Watson [40]) we have, if 

z > 0 (similarly for z < 0) 

1 f "" - kz f"" , - ~ e Jo(kr)kdk o(r 
w 0 0 

where o is the Dirac delta function and r 0 is the radius of the circular vortex 

filament. The potential cp and the stream function ~ are related through the velocity 

field 

() cp 
r 

1 
u = - -() ~ and Cl cp = u r r z z z 

rhis gives rise to 
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Consider a collection of N vortex filaments. Write the vorticity in the form 

N 

lji <.!.> = I 
J=l 

Co(r- r.). 
J - -J 

As a numerical method, the point vortex approximation will not succeed without 

change. Due to the singular nature of the point vortices the approximation will get 

worse as small vortices come together. A way to correct this difficulty is to 

choose typical eddies with vorticity spread over a positive area. One such choice 

for I;(.:£) is 

1 • ll.!.ll <a, 
4Tia II.!. II 

0 

(26) 

where a is a cut-off which is taken to be h/1r. For a discussion of this choice see 

Chorin [4] and Hald [15], [16]. This vortex blob ~;: 0 (.:£) given by (26) is a smooth 

approximation to the Dirac delta function. 

We shall assume that each vortex blob (viewed in :IR
2) is a radially symmetric 

function of small support a and that they differ in strength but not in shape. Let 

~j be the strength of the j-th vortex blob, then we have 

where ~;: 0 is given by (26). 

The vortex blob generates its own stream function ljio(.!.) which may be obtained 

by solving 

(27) 



Since the cut-off a is small we see for I I.E- .!{)II < a that r is near r 0 

(the r-coordinate of the j-th vortex blob which is the radius of the j-th vortex 

filament in :mh . For II.!. - .!.j II < a 
1 

replace - in the definition of the stream 
r 

function (24) with 
1 

giving a new relationship between the stream function and 
ro 

the vorticity 

which has solution 
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For r
0 

small this error c_an be great. However, the small scale motion within the vortex 

blob itself is not crucial. 

Thus for the j-th vortex blob with I I.E - .Ejll < a the stream function is 

Combining this with (25) we have 

1)J
0
(r- r.) = 
- -J 

(28) 

(r- r.)r. f"" -kl z-z.l 
- J J e J J

1
(k(r- r.))J

0
(kr.)dk,llr-r.ll>o. 

J J --J-
81T 0 . 

Furthermore, it is possible to generate the velocity field .:y(_E) induced by the 

vorticity field, 

N 
'i' "f.YA(r- r.), 

j ~1 J---v - -J 
(29) 

where v
0 

(_E - .Ej) is the velocity fieid at .E induced by a single vortex blob located 

at r.. By differentiating (28) we obtain YA(r- r.) 
J ___,- J 



0 0 ·~J 

~(r- r.) 
'v- -J 

Writing ~(r- r.) 
---v - -J 

v
0 

(r- r.) 
r- -J 

< ,, 

3 (J / ~j 7 ''"II 

0 ~ q,) ,, 

= { 

(-
1 a ljJO ( r - r .. ) , _!__ a ljJO ( r - r.)) , II r - r. II < o, 
r. z - -J r. r - -:J - -:J 
J J 

(- ..!. a 1jJ (r - r.) ..!. a 1jJ (r - r.)) II r - r .II > o. 
r zO- -:J'r rO- -:J'- -:J-

(v0- (r- r.), v
0 

(r- r.)),for llr- r.ll <oweobtain r - -J z - -J - -J 

1 

1 
4TIO 

= --
4TIO 

z- z. 

II r- r.ll 
- J 

r - r. 

llr- r.ll - -J 

For I lr- r;l I >owe obtain 
- -J 

We are now in a position to describe the coupling of the boundary layer 
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(30) 

(3la) 

(3lb) 

(32a) 

(32b) 

calculation to the interior caluclation using the vortex filaments and the way in 

which the vortex sheets are removed. 

The vortex sheets and vortex filaments are very similar in structure, that is, 

they are determined by their position and intensity. A segment of a vortex sheet 

with negative intensity will slow the fluid in the portion of the strip below it. 

See Figure 6. Through the equation of conservation of mass (16b) we see that this 

negative intensity will create an upward flow to the left and a downward flow to 

the right similar to an actual vortex. The circulation aroUnd a vortex sheet of 

intensity !; is i;h where h is the length of the sheet. The intensity of a vortex 

blob must be l;h, which gives a transition from vortex sheets to the vortex filaments. 

When a vortex sheet is converted to a vortex filament its intensity !; is multiplied 

·by h, the length of the sheet. 
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Even in separated flow there is a thin viscous sublayer near the bonndary 

where the boundary layer equations remain valid. This is an essential fact. For 

this allows us to use the vortex sheets near the boundary. · The vortex sheets will 

·satisfy the boundary conditions much more accurately than the vortex filaments. See 

Chorin et al. [ 8]. 

Let L be a length chosen in such a way that P[ In l >L] < £, where £ is some 

stnall number. Using Tscebysheff's theorem (see Loeve [22]) we see that L will be a 

multiple of the standard deviation /zvtlt. Any vortex sheet which is greater than a 

distance 2L from the boundary will be converted to a vortex filament by multiplying 

the intensity of the sheet by its lengths. 

The velocity field induced by these vortex filaments on the interior grid is 

then computed using (31) or (32) where the integrals in (32) are computed using 

Gauss~Laguerre quadrature. This velocity field is added to the velocity field 

obtained by the interior calculation. Once this is done the vortex filaments are 

destroyed. This leaves orily a small number of vortex sheets at any given time. 

This approach is consistent with what happens physically for a slightly viscous 

flow. F~ar away from the boundaries the flow may be considered inviscid. The 

vorticity brought into the interior using the vortex filaments is advected with the 

flow through the interior method. 

Finally, it should be mentioned in the case that a botmdary is moving (in the 

case of a piston) with velocity V, the botmdary layer calculation is made in a 

frame of reference moving with the boundary. Hence the boundary layer calculation 

is as described in the previous section. However, the value,of the normal velocity 

must reflect the boundaries velocity. In this case 

u (r,z) = V -a J2

u ir,z)dz~ z · r r · 
z 
boundary 

where zb d is the z-coordinate of the mov.ing boundary. otm ary 
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Application to Flow in an Internal Combustion Engine. Reciprocating internal 

combustion engines operator on either a four-stroke or two-stroke cycle. The four-

stroke cycle engine is most connnonly used for automobile engines. 

The four strokes of an internal combustion engine are the intake stroke, the 

compression stroke, the expansion (power) stroke, and the exhaust stroke. During 

the intake stroke the cylinder is charged with a fresh charge. This charge is 

composed of a mixture of fuel and air in the gasoline engine and air only in the 

diesel engine. During the compression stroke the charge is compressed to a tempera-

ture suitable for the proper combustion process which generally starts before the 

maximum compression pressure is reached. In the case of a gasoli~e engine the 

combustion process .starts by ignition from a spark plug. Which in the case of a 

diesel engine auto-ignition occurs when the fuel is injected in the air which is 

compressed to a temperature high enough to cause self-ignition. This combustion 

process results in a substantial increase in gas temperature and pressure. During 

the expansion stroke the high pressure gases expand pushing the piston out. And 

finally during the exhaust stroke the exhaust gases are discharged. 

Figure 9 depicts the pressure -volume relationship during a full four-stroke 

cycle. The pressure in the cylinder of naturally aspirated engine during the intake 

Figure 9 

Potm. 

T.O.C. 

Intake 

Volume 

B. D.C. 

Pressure-volume diagram for a four-stroke engine 
. ' 
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.stroke is less than the atmospheric pressure. This difference in pressures causes 

the flow of the charge into the cylinder and overcomes the flow restriction in the 

manifold and intake valve. The intake valve is closed after the piston reaches 

bottom dead center (B. D. C.,.· the furthest position the piston takes from the cylinder 

head) represented by point 2 in Figure 9 so as to improve the volumetric efficiency 

of the engine. 

The pressure rise during the compression stroke starts at a slow rate before 

the closing of the intake valve during the pistons travel from bottom dead center 

to top dead center (T.D.C., the piston's closest approach to the cylinder head). 

The most effective compression takes place once the intake valve is closed. In 

many cases before the end of the compression stroke a spark starts the ignition 

process in the gasoline engine or the fuel is injected in the diesel engine. The 

maximum pressure reached in the compression stroke depends primarily on the 

compression ratio (the ratio of the volume of the cy.linder when the piston is at 

bottom dead center to the volume of the cylinder when the piston is at top dead 

.center), the fuel-air ratio, the pressure of the charge at the time of the closing 

of the intake valve, the engine speed, and the ignition or injection timing. 

The opening of the intake valve starts during the exhaust stroke before the 

piston has reached top dead center so that the valve opening is.sufficiently large 

at the start of the intkae stroke. This again improves the volumetric efficiency. 

For further discussions see Lichty [21] and Taylor [37]. 

Combustion chambers· in real engines are three-dimensional. However t numberical 

models of three-dimensional engines require a great deal of computer time. As a 

result, experimental two-dimensional chambers are being constructed to provide data 

for two-dimensional numerical models. 

The method described in the previous sec.tions is used to compute the fluid 

mechanical motion of the gases in a motored engine chamber, i.e. one that is driven 
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externally over the intake and compression strokes. The engine is assumed to be 

axially syiDIIietric, with a single intake valve located on the chamber axis. 

Lengths in this problem are scaled with the aid of the bore B (diameter of the 

cylinder) so that the nondimensional cylinder has constant diameter L 

The crank angle a. is the angle that the crankshaft journal makes with its 

position at top dead center with positive orientation taken to be clockwise. See 

Figure 10. With this definition a. = 180° when the piston is at bottom dead center. 

The stroke 2r is defined to be the distance traveled by the piston from top dead 

center to bottom dead center. Let L denote the length of the connecting rod and d 

the distance between the piston position at top dead center and the piston position 

when the crank angle is a.. With this 

d = r(l - cos 
2 a.) + L - IL - 2 . 

r sJ.n a.. 

Typical values of Cf) 2 
range between 0.08 and 0.04 (see Lichty [21]) so we may 

approximated by r(l- cos a.). 2r 
Let cr = B denote the stroke to bore ratio. If 

~ is the distance between the cylinder head and the piston position when the crank 

angle is a. then ~ may be written as 

x_ cr( 1 + l(l- cos a.)). 
---p X - 1 · 2 
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Valve 

Figure 10 - Two-dimensional axially synnnetric cylinder assembly 

For convenience a dimensionless time t will be introduced so that at the top 

of the Jntak~ stroke (when the piston is at T. D. C., a. = 0) t = 0, when the piston 

.is at the bottom of intake stroke (when the piston is at :S. n~ C., a. = 180°) t = 1, 

and when the piston is at the top of the compression stroke (when the piston returns 

to T.D.C., a.= 360°) t = 2. If t denotes real time and w denotes rates of revolution 

of the crankshaft in revolutions per second, then a. - 27Tt.ut. Thus by defining 

t = 2wt we obtairt the desired relationship. Hence as a function of t the piston 

position ~ becomes 

( .. 1 1( )) Xp = cr X _ 1 .+ 2 1 + cos 7Tt . 

The piston velocity is 0 the beginning of a stroke, reaches a maximum (in 

absolute value) rtear the middle of the stroke, and decreases to .. 0 again.· at the end 

of the stroke. By differentiating ~ with respect to dimensionless time t we obtain 

0'7f 
V P = - 2 sin 7T t. (33) 

Similarly, we define the distance X between the cv. linder head and the valve 
v 

face. The valve veiocity V is defined in an analogous manner. The intake valve v . 

begins opening prior to· the beginning of the intake stroke and begins closing at 

the beginning of the compression stroke. 
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The flow conditions in most internal combustion engines are such that the Mach 

number formed from the maximum piston velocity is small enough so that the 

compression waves formed at the face of the cylinder rapidly disperse throughout 

the cylinder before the piston has moved appreciably~ As a result the compression 

of the fluid .may be assumed to take place instantaneously and uniformly as the 

piston moves. 

The assumption of the flow being incompressible in the boundary layer is valid 

provided the Mach number is small in this region. This is generally true for 

internal combustion engines. 

From the point of view of the boundary layer caluclation the piston-valve-

cylinder assembly is divided into 8 separate boundary segments as in Figure 11. 

4 
3 

5 
6 

·~_7 __ 8_2 __ 

------- --~---AXISOfsymmetry 

Figure 11. Labeling of botindary segments for boundary layer calculation 

The tangential velocity for the boundary layer calculation for the first four boundary 

segments in Figure 11 is updated at the end of the first two quarter steps. The 

tangential velocity for _the boundary layer calculation for the second four boundary 

segments in Figure 11 is updated at the end of the second two quarter steps. 

We present the results for a cylinder with the stroke to bore ratio 0 = 1, the 

compression ratio X= .6, the Reynolds number R = 104 • The piston motion and valve 
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timing represent an engine speed of 2500 revolutions per minute or w ::: 41. 7. In 

dimensionless units the valve diameter is taken to be 0.48 and the maximum value 

of X is 0. 2 (see Muir [23]). The intake port is maintained at a constant pressure 
v 

of 1 atm and a temperature of 800°F. It is assumed that there is no headconduction 

through the valve, piston, cylinder wall or head. 

Due to the weakness of the waves n.o artificial viscosity was used in these 

calculations; 

When· the piston is at bottom dead center the cylinder and intake part lie in a 

20 x 56 fixed (Eulerian) grid. Once the valve is closed during the compression 

stroke the iritake port region is removed from the computational domain. 

As a result of using the circular vortex filaments the average number of sheets 

-retained~ at l:LPY c>ne t:~tne st~p is 300. This brings about a considerable savings in 

computer time and stor13.ge. 

Figures 12 and 13 are vector plots of the velocity fieid for every other 

computational grid point. F.or each plot the vectors are scaled linearly with the 

.· ··----- ............. ----------. -~ --:_ -------r---1 

Figure 12- Ve1ocity field_plot prior to completion of intake stroke depicting 
toroidal vortex at valve lip 
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Figure 13 - Velocity field plot at beginning of compression stroke de;licting 
closing of valve and the stretching of vortex 

longest vector being twice the maximum velocity. These plots are just prior to the 

end of the in take stroke and just after the beginning of the compression stroke. 

The toriodal vortex which is formed during the intake stroke is stretched during 

the closing of the valve during the compression stroke. As a means of comparison 

the calculation was performed from inviscid fluid. Figures 14 and 15 represent 

the vector plots at the same crank angle as Figures 12 and 13 respectively 
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Figure 1.4 - Velocity field plot for inviscid fluid at same crank angle as Fig. 12. 
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Figure 15 - Velocity field plot for inviscid fluid at same crank angle' as Fig. 13. 
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Ccincl us ions. Until such time as useful experimental measurements of the flow· in 

the cylinder of an internal combustion engine can be made, an assessment of the 

accuracy of this computation cannot be made. Work is beginning in this area. 

Laser schlieren photographs of the flow in a cylinder are being taken by A. K. 

Oppenheim. Hot-wire measure-ments at one point in the flow field of a motored 

engine have been taken by Witze [ 41]. The results• depicted in Figures 12 and 13 

are in reasonable agreement with the experimental location and structure of the 

large vortex shed from the valve lip obtained by A. Ekchain and D. Hoult [11]. 

However,· these experiments where performed with an incompressible fluid (water) 

whereas the fluid used in the numerical model was compressible. 

A random moving grid method in the spirit of Glinun's method has been implemented 

which in the case of a motored engine chamber gives much better revolution when the 

piston approaches top dead center. 

The method of solution is being generali~ed to a variable geometry. See 

Sod [32]. Irt the application to a motored engine chamber this gives rise to allowing 

a curved piston head, curved valve head, and a beviled edge on the valve and valve 

seat in the intake part. The main advantage of the method is that all of the 

boundary conditions (including piston and valve motion) from the interior method can 

be built into the boundary layer calculation. This will eliminate the problem 

caused by imposing the boundary condition on the interior method when the boundary 

is oblique to the mesh. The cost of this improvement will be a minor amount of 

extra work required to couple the interior and boundary layer methods. 
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